Act on Climate: Steps to Individual, Community, and Political Action

This course aims to help learners understand, address and respond to climate change as individuals and in partnership with their communities and political leaders.

About the course

**TOPICS**
computer science, programming

**PROVIDER**
University of Michigan

**PLATFORM**
Coursera.org

**ACCESS**
Always available

**LICENSING**
Open license

**ADDED BY**
Sharon Kennedy on June 15, 2018

**LANGUAGE**
English

**POPULARITY**
Used in 11 learning circles

**COURSE WEBSITE**
View on Coursera

Community feedback

4.2

OVERALL RATING

6 reviewers.

**EASY TO USE**
3/5 reviewers

**GREAT FOR BEGINNERS**
5/5 reviewers

**ENGAGING MATERIAL**
3/5 reviewers

**DISCUSSION-BASED**
2/5 reviewers

**SATISFIED LEARNERS**
4/5 reviewers

Discussion

Paul_Rogers posted on Nov 16, 2018:

Hello, I am a new member to this group and I joined because I believe that Learning Circles are becoming more and more important to adult education. I specialize in teaching ESL and, at best, less than 10% of the target population can be enrolled in ESL classes. At the same time, many adults in general simply cannot attend regular classes no matter what the subject. But they certainly can through learning circles.

David_Rosen posted on Nov 18, 2018:

Smartphones are everywhere in the U.S. and in many other countries. They are used for communication, information searching, shopping and many, many other purposes; however, many smartphone owners don’t know how to use them, or use them effectively, for advancing their personal or career learning. There is an important role for libraries and adult basic skills or non-formal education programs to help adult (and child) smartphone owners use them.

Nico_Koenig posted on Nov 23, 2018:

Thanks for sharing this @Paul_Rogers Let us know if you end up testing learning circles with your network of English-language learners.
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